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Abstract 

Context-awareness is an important characteristic of smart home. Several methods are used 

in context-aware application to provide services. The main target of smart home is to predict 

the demand of home users and proactively provide the proper services by computing user’s 

context information. In this paper, we present a context-aware application which can provide 

service according to predefined choice of user. It uses Mahalanobis distance based k nearest 

neighbors classifier technique for inference of predefined service. We combine the features of 

supervised and unsupervised machine learning in the proposed application. This application 

can also adapt itself when the choice of user is changed by using Q-learning reinforcement 

learning algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Researchers in different fields make a lot of contribution for context-aware system. 

Context-aware systems are able to adapt their operations to the current context without 

explicit user intervention and thus aim at increasing usability and effectiveness by taking 

environmental context into account [1]. The goal of the context-aware system in smart home 

is to provide services that maximize the user’s comfort and safety while minimizing the user’s 

explicit interaction with the environment as well as the cost of the service. In general, a set of 

rules have to be specified for the possible contextual configurations and assign each rule to a 

specific service in context-aware system. This is a common problem to determine and limit 

the set of possible context configurations. Instead of rule base approach we use machine 

learning to predict all possible and meaningful context configurations. This machine learning 

approach can use previous choice about service and can adapt itself by new choice about 

service from user feedback information. ACHE (Adaptive Control of Home Environments) is 

an adaptive house that controls the comfort systems of a home such as lightning, ventilation 

and air and water heating [2,3]. The objectives of ACHE are the prediction of inhabitant 

actions and the decrease of energy consumption. It tries to decrease the need for manual 

control of the systems by anticipating the need to adjust them. The predictors use feed-

forward neural network and, in some cases, also look-up tables in combination to make 

predictions. The MavHome (Managing an Intelligent Versatile Home) project uses multi-

agent systems (MAS) and machine learning techniques to create a home environment that is 

able to act as a rational agent [4,5]. The operation of MavHome is divided in three separate 

phases: knowledge discovery and initial learning, Operation and Adaptation and continued 
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learning. The Essex intelligent Dormitory (iDorm) is a test-bed for ambient intelligence and 

ubiquitous computing experiments [6,7,8]. The iDorm embedded agent contains the most 

intelligence in the dormitory. It receives the sensor values, computes appropriate actions 

using the learnt behavior of the user as a reference and sends the actions through the network 

to the actuators. The learning is based on negative reinforcement and occurs whenever the 

user expresses dissatisfaction by changing the actions that the embedded agent has carried out 

[9]. Reinisch et al. proposed a concept called ThinkHome to apply artificial intelligence to 

smart homes with the aim of reducing energy consumption [10]. It includes a knowledge base 

(KB) that stores data about the environment in ontology form and a multi-agent system 

(MAS) that contains specific agents for different tasks. ThinkHome is still in the conceptual 

phase and there are no actual implementations yet. Our aim is to use both supervised and 

unsupervised learning with ontology based context modeling in the development of context-

aware application. This application can provide service proactively by using different types of 

learning in real smart home environment. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss the details of our 

proposed method. Section 3 shows the implementation environment followed by an overall 

conclusion in section 4. 

 

2. Proposed Method 

The context-aware system infrastructure generally consists of sensor, middleware and 

application layers. Each layer is structurally separated and run independently. The sensor 

layer obtains primitive information from environment monitoring using various sensors. The 

middleware stores and analyzes primitive information and make a decision to current 

contexts. Context-aware system uses middleware for context modeling and context reasoning 

in order to make high level context from raw data. For our context-aware application we use 

ontology based context-aware middleware which is developed by our lab project. This 

middleware has several important functional blocks such as resource manager, context 

provider, command processor, resource repository. Resource manager is responsible to 

control all sensors, context clients (PDAs, smart phone) and home appliances. Resource 

manager checks sensor status, store sensor’s raw data into database,  Resource manager has 

emergency control module which is used to control emergency situation like fire, high value 

of sensors (high CO2). Emergency control module creates alert message and sends it to 

responsible users and agencies. Context provider collects raw data from resource manager 

and use ontology to make high-level context. Command processor provides an interface 

between middleware to Application layer. Command processor receives service command 

from context-aware application layer and analyzes the command. After analysis it sets control 

parameter related to the context client and home appliances and sends this command to 

resource manager for execution. Resource repository stores different types of related 

information of smart home, sensors data, service activity log and user personal profile. In this 

paper we will focus on context-aware application section. Details description of context-

aware middleware is out of scope of this paper. The context-aware application consists of 

several modules for specific task as shown in fig.1. The application layer provides users with 

related data and services such as Sleeping service, Morning call service, Grooming service, 

Dinning service, Entertainment service, Study service and Guarding service according to 

current contexts. Fig.2 shows context-aware adaptive service block diagram for smart home. 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of Context-aware System. 

2.1 Context Receiver Module: Context receiver module receives predefined context 

from context provider in our previously designed middleware architecture. These 

context information are classified into service-triggering information, service form-

changing information and user feedback. Some context information (Person ID, 

Location, Time, Day and Activity) those are used for selecting services are called 

service-triggering information [11].  Service-triggering information selects a service in 

a default form. After selecting the service, the form of this service can be changed 

depend on user choice/preferences. We can get user choice from user personal profile 

data. There are several forms of each service. The form of the service needs to be 

change depend on the choice of the user. So, we need some context information that 

describes the user choice/preferences. We called these context information as service 

form-changing context. In our application we use personal profile as one of the service 

form-changing information. Resource repository section in the context-aware 

middleware stores the user personal profile data. After providing the service by the 

application, user’s satisfaction can be explicitly or implicitly obtained by user feedback 

information. A details explanation of user feedback is added in adaptation module and 

user feedback section. 

2.2 Service-triggering Context Module: This module detects service-triggering 

information element and sends it to inference engine. We have chosen five information 

elements Person ID, Location, Time, Day and Activity as service-triggering 

information. These triggering information element values are used to select the service 

among the seven available services. Each service-triggering information element is 

specified by a set of values as shown in table I.  
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Table 1. Service-triggering Information Elements with Values 
 

Context 

information elements 

Context information elements values 

Person ID Father, Mother, Son, Daughter 

Time Morning, Noon, Afternoon, Evening, Night, Latenight 

Day Workday, Holiday 

Location Outside, Bedroom, Living-room,  Kitchen, Toilet 

Activity Standing, Sitting, Walking, Reading, Lying, Eating, 

Watching 

 We can get N vectors of different sizes depending on the number of service -

triggering information elements. Let E1={x1,x2,…….xlast1}, E2={x1 ,x2 

,…….xlast2},………., EN={x1,x2,…….xlastN} are different values of N information 

elements. We can define each context configuration (C1, C2, C3 ……..CN) by a set of 5-

tuples of different values of information elements such as C 1 {Father, Morning, 

Workday, Bedroom, Lying}, C2 {Son, Evening, Workday, Living-room, Reading}, C3 

{Mother, Night, Holiday, Kitchen, Sitting, etc. These context configuration select 

different services such as C1{Father, Morning, Workday, Bedroom, Lying} >> 

MorningCall, C2{Son, Evening, Workday, Living-room, Reading} >>Study, C3{Mother, 

Night, Holiday, Kitchen, Sitting} >> Dinning. 

 

2.3 Service Form-changing Context Module: This module collects service form-

changing information element with values shown in table II. Service form-changing 

context changes the form of services. For example, during morning call if any user does 

not like bright light then the light pattern will be change according to user’s choice. We 

can also define service form-changing context by a set of 11-tuples as described in 

service-triggering context module section. 

 

Table 2. Service Form-changing Information with Values. 

 

Service form-changing context elements Cont. elements values 

Person profile: Light Dim, Off 

Person profile: Blind On, Off 

Person profile: TempSummer Low, Medium, High 

Person profile: TempWinter Low, Medium, High 

Person profile: Humidity Low, Medium, High 

Person profile: Ventilation Low, Medium, High 

Person profile: Alarm On, Off 

Season Summer, Winter 

TempSensor Low, Medium, High 
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LightSensor Low, Medium, High 

HumiditySensor Low, Medium, High 

CO2Sensor Low, Medium, High 

 

2.4 Learning and Mapping: We need to map each service-triggering context 

configuration to the appropriate service depending on the values of context elements. 

This context configuration will serve as a training data to k-nearest neighbors classifier. 

For training sets we consider 28 sets of context configuration of service-triggering 

information and label them with respect to the choice services.  

2.5 Inference Engine: Whenever a new service triggering-context is available then it 

will send to Inference engine. Inference engine will  compare the new context with the 

train contexts and find the best solution for that context. The best matching context 

label will be treated as service identity. Inference engine works based on k-nearest 

neighbors (k-NN) classifier. For distance calculation Mahalanobis distance metric is 

used. 

The k-nearest neighbors (kNN) rule classifies each unlabeled example by the 

majority label of its k-nearest neighbors in the training set. Despite its simplicity, the 

kNN rule often yields competitive results in certain domains, when cleverly combines 

with prior knowledge, it has significantly advanced the sate-of-the-art. The kNN 

compute simple Euclidean distances assuming the examples are represented as vector  

inputs in most implementations. Unfortunately, Euclidean distances ignore any 

statistical regularity that might be estimated from a large training set of labeled 

examples. A number of researchers have demonstrated that kNN classification can be 

greatly improved by learning an appropriate distance metric from labeled examples. The 

Euclidean distance is blind to correlated variables on the other hand the Mahalanobis 

distance takes into account the covariance among the variables in calculating distances 

[12]. We will use Mahalanobis distance metric as a replacement of the Euclidean 

distance for kNN classification. The kNN algorithm is divided into six steps.  

Step 1. Value determination of parameter k: The value of k is equal to the number of 

nearest neighbor to consider. The choice of k depends on the relation between the 

number of features and the number of cases. A small value of k may influence the result 

by individual cases, while a large value of k may produce smoother classification 

outcomes. In our case we considered k=3 for classification of service-triggering 

context.  

Sept 2. Distance calculation between the current context (service-triggering) and all the 

training samples. Mahalanobis distance provides a way to measure how similar some set of 

conditions is to known set of conditions. It accounts the covariance among variables. It is 

calculates as  

 

Where, D
2
 = Mahalanobis distance 

x = vector of data 

m = Vector of mean values of independent variables 

C
-1

 = Inverse Covariance matrix of independent variables 
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T = Indicates vector should be transposed 

 

Step 3. Sorting the distance and determine nearest neighbor based on the k-th 

minimum distance. 

Step 4. Assign the majority class among the nearest neighbors to the new context 

data.  

Step 5. Determine the class using those neighbors. 

Step 6. Find out the service label and send it to service provider.  

 

2.6 Service Provider Module: Service provider module is responsible to provide 

service as selected by the inference engine. Service provider uses knowledge base to get 

the description of the services. Service provider checks the service form-changing 

context and determines the form of the service by setting the control parameter of home 

devices which are related to the offered service. Assume Morningcall service is chosen 

by the application and person is father. The form of this service is determined depends 

on father’s personal profile and present status of sensor and devices. If we can define 

father personal profile by a set of values as specified in table II is {Dim, On, Medium, 

Medium, Medium, Medium, On, Summer, Low, Low, Medium, Medium}. With this 

context, the service form can be determined as {Light (dim), Blind (on), Alarm (on), 

Aircon (medium), Humidifier (medium), Ventilation (medium)}  

2.7 Service Execution Module: Service execution module receives information 

about services from service provider. Service execution module sends the information 

to command processor module in our designed middleware architecture for execution.  

2.8 Adaption Module: One challenge for the learning algorithm is that the user may 

change his behavior over time. Consider a resident that used to turn on the coffee maker 

every day at 7:30a.m. but later changes his habit and turns it on at 6:30a.m. So, it is not 

always practical to learn the user’s behavior off-line instead an adaptive learning 

algorithm is needed [13]. We apply reinforcement learning (RL) as an unsupervised 

algorithm which does not need predefined models of the environment and learns the 

model from user’s feedback to the service provided by the system [14]. If the user does 

not satisfied with the service made by the system, (s)he is more likely to return to the 

previous service or to switch to a completely new one. There are two types of feedback, 

positive feedback and negative feedback. This feedback can be received by explicit 

input from the user or may be estimated implicitly.  

Adaptive module receives explicit or implicit user’s feedback with every change in 

the service. Adaptive module records relative rate of negative feedback with service 

taken in every state for different state-action pairs and is updated according to Q-

learning algorithm [15,16]. 

 

Where, Q(a,s) represents the old value of state-action pairs 

α is the learning rate 

 is a discount factor that takes in account of all future rewards 

R is the immediate rewards 
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If Q(a,s) reaches a certain threshold values then the corresponding action(service) 

and context is added as a train data in knowledge base. Inference Engine will use this 

data for selecting the service next time. 

2.9 User Feedback Module: This module receives context from context receiver 

module and select explicit user feedback context. In our system user can explicitly 

appreciate a decision by inputting 0 and demoralize it by -1. If the user does not 

respond then the system will implicitly calculates the feedback with the following 

equation 

 

User feedback module sends feedback information to adaptation module. 

  

2.10 Knowledge Base: Knowledge base stores trained context configurations set 

with service label. It also holds the service description. It is updated with new trained 

context configuration with service, labeled by the adaption module. 

 

3. The Implementation Environment 

Our test-bed is constructed in a 93.73 square meter apartment with 2 bed rooms, 1 living 

room, 1 toilet, 1 kitchen, 1 storage room and hallway. All rooms are equipped with sensors 

(temperature, humidity, CO2, illuminance, pressure sensor, and camera) smart device (door 

lock, blind, smart phone) and smart appliances (TV, refrigerator, washing machine, air 

conditioner, microwave oven, room heater, etc.). All sensors, smart devices and smart 

appliances are connected to a residential gateway. The role of the home gateway is to 

communicate between sensors, smart device, appliances and the control system. Protégé 

Ontology editor can be used for ontology design, Pallet reasoner for ontology reasoning ,OWL 

API and Java platform for implementation within this test-bed [17]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Block Diagram of our Testbed 
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4. Conclusion 

Smart home environments are complex and dynamic. It is difficult to design algorithms 

that are able to control the environment in such a way that user comfort is maximized in every 

situation. A control system based on machine learning is suitable to achieve adaptive control 

in smart home. Rule base approach fully depends on rule for making any decision. If current 

problem not satisfied the rule then it does not provide any decision. We have applied learning 

mechanism to better mapping each context configuration to the appropriate service. Machine 

based approach uses previous knowledge for making the decision of the current problem and 

can add new knowledge for further use. 
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